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Chapter 1 
 
Introduction 
 
Code generation for applications based on relational databases has been treated extensively by 
a large number of tools that vary in complexity and sizes, from simple parsers as SAX [53] to 
layer and class generators such as Angie [3]. The term also refers to the process undertaken by 
the compilers that take as input a program source code and translate it into operation codes of 
the processor [1]. In the present work Code Generation is defined as to produce source code 
files for an application, based on information taken from a relational model and customizable 
code templates. 
 
 
A code generator as showed in Figure 1 is a software application that facilitates the 
construction of applications that make use relational databases. The generator retrieves from 
the database, information about entities and relationships, and merging this information with 
the custom code templates, produces a set of files with the source code on which a software 
application is made of.  
 
Public Class $className 
{ 
      $Fields; 
      $methods; 
} 
Code Generator 
Public Class Customer 
{ 
     String name; 
    Array Quotes; 
      Save(); 
} 
Code template 
Relational database 
Custome
r 
Quote
s 
Figure 1 Code generator model 
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The code templates showed in Figure 2 give the generator the capability to meet new 
requirements of the developers because they allow changing the way the final code is 
generated.  
 
 
 
 Advantages of using code generator in the software development process  
According to [1] there are several key benefits offered by code generators to the developers:  
 Quality: Code generation from templates creates a consistent code base instantly, and 
when the templates are changed and the generator is run, the bug fixes or coding 
improvements are applied consistently throughout the code base.  
 Consistency: The code that is built by a code generator is consistent in the design for the 
APIs and the use of variable naming. This results in a no-surprises interface that is easy to 
understand and use.  
 Design decisions that stand out: High-level business rules are lost in the minutiae of 
implementation code. Code generators use abstract definition files to specify the design of 
the code to be generated. These files are much shorter and more specific than the resulting 
code.  
 
Disadvantages of using code generators 
When a code generator is needed in a software development process, the developers have to 
face these disadvantages:  
 Oriented to one platform: Generate code for a given platform, i.e. only web apps, only 
windows apps, only databases, only documentation [12]-[39], [44]. 
 Integrated to one development environment: Integrated to one IDE (Integrated 
Development Environment) improving the efficiency of the users of that IDE but it‟s not 
possible to integrate them to other IDEs [7], [41].  
 Oriented to one technology: are the ones capable of generation code for a given 
technology, for example .Net but are not able to generate code for other technologies such 
as Java or PHP [9]-[22], [25]-[28], [32], [34], [35], [43], [44].   
 High cost: some of these tools are quite expensive [3], [17], [19], [25], [30], [32], [35], 
[40].  
 
Public Class $className 
{ 
} 
<HTML> 
    <TITLE>$className 
    </TITLE> 
</HTML>  
Console.Write(“$className”); 
Figure 2 Example of diferent code templates 
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On the other hand, if the decision to construct a custom code generator is made, one has to 
take into account that the building costs could be high in terms of time. Additionally the 
developer should perform maintenance tasks over the long term and adapt the product to new 
technologies and methodologies that come out in time [1]. This makes the custom code 
generator part of the problem rather than the solution. 
 
Problem description 
Code generators available on the market are heterogeneous and possess qualities that are not 
capable of being integrated into a single product due to their differences in platform, 
technology and licensing. 
 
Code generators exist to reduce the time it takes to develop an application, but it takes time to 
build a custom generator and not having a tool to reduce the time needed to build, the code 
generator becomes part of the problem rather than the solution.   
 
To quickly build code generators suited to particular needs and standards of a given 
development team, there must be a language oriented to code generation containing the 
components and functionalities commonly offered by the code generators available in the 
market. Currently there are no such language and every time that a custom code generator is 
created; all its components must be created from scratch. 
 
Justification 
   
According to the above, a Domain Specific Language is necessary to facilitate the construction 
of custom code generators in order to have a tool that can be used in any context of software 
development involving the use of relational databases. 
 
Domain-specific languages (DSL) offer a more complete solution to software engineering 
problems than general purpose programming languages can offer since they provide a notation 
tailored towards an application domain and are based on the relevant concepts and features of 
that domain. Such languages provide a natural vocabulary for concepts that are fundamental to 
the problem domain. A Domain-specific language (DSL) allows one to develop software for a 
particular application domain quickly and effectively, yielding programs that are easy to 
understand, reason, and maintain. The benefits of DSL derive from two basic principles of 
language design: abstraction and restriction. The choice of appropriate abstractions aids the 
phases of requirements, design, coding, and maintenance by providing high-level entities and 
relationships that the domain closely. Restriction of language expressiveness allows for greater 
automated analysis and hence supports verification, modification, and maintenance [55], [56], 
[57]. 
 
The DSL are designed to accurately describe a specific domain, such a task, a platform or a 
process. Instead of generic abstractions, they use concepts taken directly from the domain [54]. 
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Domain Specific Languages (DSL) like ColdFusion Markup Language [50], MediaWiki 
templates [51] and PowerShell [52] allow the rapid development of solutions applied to their 
contexts without any needing to build all from scratch and increasing the productivity of their 
users. In the same sense, a DSL oriented to the code generation dominion would certainly 
offer the developers the possibility of creating their custom code generators, increasing their 
productivity and reducing the time required for constructing code generators suited to their 
particular requirements. 
 
Previous work 
 
ExpertCoder is a toolkit for the .NET platform that supports the creation of code generators 
based on expert systems. It's not a generator of code generators, but rather a set of libraries 
useful to write generators. 
 
The purpose is to build a toolset that provides the code generator writer with the clarity that 
results from using templates for code generation and the flexibility provided by the power of 
the .NET platform, along with its huge class library. 
 
Besides, as it is based on the principles of expert systems, the resulting generators are easily 
extensible, modular, and their structure is more declarative than imperative. 
 
The idea is to create an expert system, to write a set of rules and then to specify the distinct 
precedence between them. These rules are evaluated by an execution engine, which 
determines, based on the precedence and every rule's activation state, which rule must be 
executed. 
 
The execution engine provides an environment, which provides three sources of information: 
 Parameters: these are stored in configuration files. 
 Input model: the model to be converted. 
 Inferred knowledge: the expert system is able to modify its active memory. By using 
this you can implement an indirect interaction mechanism for rules. 
 
A typical generator is composed by two kinds of rules: navigation rules and production rules. 
Navigation rules are activated in presence of a given element type at the input, and proceeds to 
"navigate" that element's relationships, changing the current element from the input model. 
Production rules, are active in presence of an input element (and possibly certain kinds of 
elements at the output,) apply a developer-written algorithm in order to generate nodes at the 
output, using the information currently available at the input and in the active memory [58].  
 
ExpertCoder is not a DSL for creating code generators but in the products reviewed is the 
closest approach to the one we are developing. One disadvantage in ExpertCoder is that it 
works over the .Net technology which means that it cannot run over different platforms; 
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another disadvantage is that the product is poorly documented and thus, constructing a custom 
code generator is not as easy as any developer would expect.  
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Chapter 2 
Proposed solution 
 
Based on code generators reviewed and addressing the problems that developers face when 
building code generators with general purpose programming languages, we are developing a 
cross-platform DSL aimed at simplifying the process of building custom code generators, 
reducing development time and improving the quality since the language already includes 
tested components and functionalities commonly used in code generation process.  
 
Our final solution will offer to the developers the possibility of building custom code 
generators that run over different platforms and can be extended or integrated with others to 
reuse functionalities and meet particular needs. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3 shows how code generators can be integrated and even run on different platforms. 
This is because they are built with a standardized tool that works on different operating 
systems.  
Benefits of using this solution are wide as developers are able to create and maintain their code 
generators easier than before since less code is needed to implement the same functionalities.  
Software vendors can spend more resources improving their code generators instead of 
building them from scratch. In the case that one client does not want to use a code generator 
available on the market, he is able to create a custom tool that meets particular needs in a code 
generation scope taking advantage of functionalities and components available in this solution.  
Mac Windows Linux 
Dsl - runtime 
Code generators for specific requirements 
 
Figure 3 Diferent code generators runing over a 
standard runtime and diferent platforms 
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In all cases, efficiency improvement and time reduction are big gains where a code generator 
is an important part of a software development project. More precisely, a developer will be 
able to: 
 Create custom code generators capable of running over different operating systems. This 
feature allows the users to easily ship their components from one platform to the other 
without needing to recompile or recode. 
 
 Create components able to be extended or integrated to one another. Custom components 
can be created and plugged to the DSL to enrich the core functionalities offered by default. 
 
 Create user interfaces for prompting information that will be used in the code generation 
process. This feature allow the users to rapidly and easily create forms with no need of 
messing with complex visual components like canvas, layouts, listeners, etc, the user is 
focused in his particular requirements. 
 
 Create code templates that will be applied to the model in the code generation process. 
Meaningful templates created with a declarative convention, will be easier to create and 
maintain. 
 
 Synchronize the actual model with the model persisted in the database in the case that new 
objects are created or some are deleted. This feature will allow the user to keep the model 
up to date directly from the database without needing to write a single line of code. 
 
 Manipulate the model to add, delete, update or list objects. Features commonly found in 
list objects, will allow the user to customize the model retrieved from the database with 
custom entities, custom properties, as well as deleting existing ones and updating those 
that are needed to. 
 
 Use code generators as building blocks to construct a higher-level code generator. The 
benefits of this feature is that a component for generating code targeting Java, can be 
integrated with other targeting Html, with these two code generators integrated, the user 
will have a high level code generator that produces business code in Java and 
documentation in Html 
 
Definition of the code generation domain 
 
The following sections expose related work and the description of the Code Generation 
Domain to serve as the foundation for the final implementation of the current solution. The 
methodology for defining this DSL is based on [65] which detail the key points to keep in 
mind when developing Domain-Specific Languages. 
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Methodology 
The methodology used for defining domain is FODA (Feature Oriented Domain Analysis). 
FODA requires construction of a feature model capturing commonalities (mandatory features) 
and viabilities (variable features), specifically, these models consist of: 
 A feature diagram representing a hierarchical decomposition of features and their 
character, that is, whether they are mandatory, alternative, or optional. 
 Definitions of the semantics of features. 
 Feature composition rules describing which combinations of features are valid or 
invalid. 
 Reasons for choosing a feature. 
This methodology is complemented by the outline in [68] which contains the key elements for 
domain specific software. Elements applied here are: 
 Define the Domain 
 Define Domain Specific Concepts/Requirements 
 Define Domain Specific Implementations Constraints 
 Develop Domain Architectures/Models 
 Produce Reusable Workproducts 
All this development is based on the revision of the code generators [1-44] registered in 
CodeGeneration.net which is the conference for this domain. Common features available in 
these products define the base components for the DSL developed here. Despite the wide 
variety of products for saving data, these code generators are in one way or another related to 
relational databases; this is why our solution follows this approach. 
Goals of the code generation domain 
The purpose of code generation is to reduce the time required to develop an application, as 
well as to reduce the repetitive tasks of writing code that can be automated by a code 
generator. By accomplishing these two main tasks, the process offers consistency and quality 
of the generated code as well. 
 
The scope of this work requires two main elements for defining the domain, one is the code 
generation process and the other is the code generator itself.  
 
The code generation process involves the operations performed over the relational model taken 
from the database and the code templates defined by the user. 
 
The code generator is the tool that performs the code generation process. It is a software 
component created by a software developer to satisfy particular requirements in a software 
development process as architecture, target language and implementation constraints. 
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Concepts/Entities/Requirements 
The 1st to the 44th references correspond to the bibliographical revision in the dominion of the 
code generators. Here some key patterns have been found in the way they treat the information 
retrieved from the database and in the way they produce the final code. Also, common 
functionalities such as a functionality for prompting the connection string to the database and a 
synchronization option to reload the relational model in the case that it was changed, among 
others that will be described in more detail further in this document. 
 
Domain vocabulary 
This section is dedicated to define the vocabulary that is going to be used for the definition of 
the rest of the DSL. 
 
Relational model: As the name suggests, it is the raw relational model as is persisted in the 
database; this excludes any customization made by the user. 
 
Code template: A text file with the description of how the final code should be generated. 
 
Entity: The representation of an object inside the model, this can be a table inside the database 
or an artificial object defined by the user. 
 
Code generator: A piece of software that by itself is able to transform pieces from the model 
into final source code or an output that can be consumed by other code generators. 
 
User: In this scope, a user is a software developer or programmer that uses code generators in 
his/her daily work developing software applications. 
 
More terms will be added to the vocabulary as the solution is constructed; this is because the 
coming terms are bound this particular solution and not necessarily are part of the whole 
domain. 
Requirements specification 
To achieve the goal of allowing users to create custom code generators, the language should 
meet these requirements: 
 
 Req1.Create custom code generators capable of running over different operating systems 
 Req2.Create components able to be extended or integrated to one another 
 Req3.Create user interfaces for prompting information that will be used in the code 
generation process 
 Req4.Create code templates that will be applied to the model in the code generation 
process 
 Req5.Allow the user to synchronize the actual model with the model persisted in the 
database in the case that new objects are created or some are deleted. 
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 Req6.Allow the user to manipulate the model to add, delete, update or list objects. 
 Req7.Allow the user to use code generators as building blocks to construct a higher-level 
code generator. 
 
Feature description 
The features available for this DSL that are based on the reviewed code generators can be put 
in a feature diagram as in Figure 4. 
 
 
Main resources of the code generation process are the code templates, forms and the model. 
The code templates include one selector which acts as a filter for finding an entity inside the 
model that matches a given criteria, also contains properties references and arbitrary text, the 
mixture of this three elements produces the final output when the code generation process is 
finished. The model is based on the information retrieved from a relational database catalog; 
this includes tables, views, procedures and functions and can be extended with custom entities. 
Forms are custom objects compounded by a set of input fields that allow prompting 
information from the final user. 
The code generation procedures include a function Sync for keeping the model up to date with 
any change made to the catalog in the database. Functions Save and Load respectively save the 
Code generation 
Resources 
Code generation procedures 
Templates 
Forms 
Selector 
Property 
Text 
Model 
Table 
View 
Procedure Function 
Custom entity 
Sync 
Save 
Load 
Custom procedures 
Input fields 
Figure 4 Feature diagram for Code generation 
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model on a disc and load the model from a disk. Custom procedures are pieces of code that are 
created by a developer in order to perform specific tasks that meet particular requirements. 
Domain specific software architecture 
Figure 5 shows the architecture proposed for the DSL. The following section explains each 
one of the parts that compose it. 
 
 
 
 
Implementation constraints 
In order to provide the users with a tool able to be used on different platforms, we have chosen 
Python as the tool for constructing the final solution. This is due to its availability on different 
operating systems, it is a default component of Mac OS X and it could be easily installed on 
Linux and Windows. These three operating systems are the more common used for the 
developers. 
 
Developers will run this solution on desktop computers commonly used to create software. 
Since the solution is a high level programming language, conventional software development 
station can be used.  
 
Domain specific languages can be built from scratch defining every single element or 
functionality, or can be embedded into other language in order to reuse the functionalities 
already available [57]. Here we decided to reuse the functionalities offered by Python as the 
command line interface, syntax and facilities to introspect and extend components at runtime, 
as described in [65] advantages of creating a DSL embedded in a general purpose language 
are:  
 Development effort is modest because an existing implementation can be reused. 
Database 
Model 
Selectors 
Templates 
P
y
t
h
o
n 
Management functions 
Forms Custom functions 
Custom code generator 
Figure 5 Architecture of the DSL. The language contains the 
building blocks used for constructing the code generators 
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 It often produces a more powerful language than other methods since many features 
come for free. 
 Host language infrastructure can be reused (development and debugging environments: 
editors, debuggers, tracers, profilers, etc.) 
 User training costs might be lower since many users may already know the host 
language. 
 
 
In order to identify the DSL with an appropriated name, we choose „Gestalt‟ based on this 
definition of the word: 
“a configuration or pattern of elements so unified as a whole that it cannot be 
described merely as a sum of its parts” [63] 
 
From this point on when the word gestalt is capitalized (Gestalt) makes reference to the name 
of the solution and when it is mentioned in lowercase (gestalt) makes reference to the name of 
the class implemented in Python, i.e. “class gestalt(list):”. 
Sample database 
Since this work is focused on code generators that take as a main input the relational model 
inside a database, here we present a sample database called StudentsDb (Figure 6) that will 
help to illustrate more easily how Gestalt works and how it is used to create a simple custom 
code generator. 
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Figure 6 Sample database used for explaining how the solutions works 
Additional objects are available as: 
 A view called StudentPayments that joins the tables Student and Payment, and returns 
the name of the student and the amount payed. 
o Sql Server 2005 
 
Create View [dbo].[StudentPayments] 
As 
 Select Student.Name, Payment.Amount 
 From Student Join Payment 
 On Student.StudentId = Payment.Studentid 
 
 
o PostgreSQL 8.4 
 
CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "StudentPayments" AS  
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 SELECT "Student"."Name", "Payment"."Amount" 
   FROM "Student" 
   JOIN "Payment" ON "Student"."StudentId" = 
"Payment"."StudentId"; 
 
 
o MySQL Server 5.1 
 
CREATE VIEW `StudentsDb`.`StudentPayments` AS 
    Select Student.Name, Payment.Amount 
 From Student Join Payment 
 On Student.StudentId = Payment.Studentid 
 
 
 A stored procedure for inserting courses called InsertCourse and receives as only 
parameter the name of the course. 
o Sql Server 2005 
 
Create Procedure dbo.InsertCourse 
@Name Varchar(100) 
As 
 Insert Course(CourseName) Values(@Name) 
 
 
o PostgreSQL 8.4 
 
CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION "InsertCourse"("Name" 
text) 
  RETURNS void AS 
'INSERT INTO "Course"("CourseName") VALUES($1);' 
  LANGUAGE 'sql' VOLATILE 
 
 
o MySQL Server 5.1 
 
DELIMITER // 
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CREATE PROCEDURE `StudentsDb`.`InsertCourse` 
(CourseName varchar(100)) 
BEGIN 
    Insert Course(CourseName) Values(CourseName); 
END// 
 
 
 A function called AmountByStudent that receives a StudentId and returns the sum of 
payments for the given StudentId 
o Sql Server 2005 
 
Create function dbo.AmountByStudent(@StudentId Int) 
Returns Decimal(18, 2) 
As 
Begin 
 Declare @Result Decimal(18, 2) 
  
 Set @Result = ( Select Sum(Amount) From Payment 
Where StudentId = @StudentId ) 
  
 Return @Result 
End 
 
 
o PostgreSQL 8.4 
 
CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION 
"AmountByStudent"("StudentId" integer) 
  RETURNS numeric AS 
$BODY$Declare Result numeric; 
Begin  
 Select Sum("Amoun") Into Result From "Payment" Where 
"StudentId" = $1; 
 Return Result; 
End; 
$BODY$ 
  LANGUAGE 'plpgsql' VOLATILE 
 
 
o MySQL Server 5.1 
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DELIMITER // 
CREATE FUNCTION `StudentsDb`.`AmountByStudent` 
(StudentId Int) 
RETURNS Decimal(18, 2) 
BEGIN 
 Declare Result Decimal(18, 2);  
 Set Result = ( Select Sum(Amount) From Payment 
Where StudentId = StudentId ); 
  
 Return Result;     
END// 
 
 
This database will be useful as well to run the test on different database engines in order to 
determine the correctness of Gestalt and how it runs over different technologies. 
Base classes 
These classes in Gestalt‟s core library are defined taking into account the need of allowing 
customization to the model (Figure 7). 
 
 gestalt: Represents the base for instantiating any object in the DSL, except for forms 
and templates. 
 form: It is a Graphic User Interface for prompting information; a form is defined using 
a special declarative language explained further in this chapter. 
 template: represents the rules that are applied to the entities in the model to generate 
the final code.  
 
 
 
 
 
The class named gestalt is intended for representing an entity during the code generation 
process. Following sections describe particular concerns for each of the tasks involved in the 
gestalt 
form 
template 
Uses 
Uses Uses 
Figure 7 Interaction between the main classes 
implemented in the solution 
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code generation process and their implementation will enrich the class gestalt. At the end, a 
code generator would be written as follows: 
 
gestalt().LoadCatalog("Driver={SQL 
Server};…”).TemplatesFolder(“C:\”).Run() 
 
This pipeline first creates a new instance of gestalt, and then loads a relational model, the 
process of loading relational models and its corresponding representation in memory is 
described in the next section; after loading the catalog, the folders for templates and output are 
set and finally, the method for performing the code generation is called. 
 
Gestalt internals 
 
Gestalt is implemented with a pipeline in mind, the advantages of using a pipeline is that 
several operations can be performed in one line of code, to allow Gestalt to do this, a basic 
convention is used: 
 All methods defined inside the class gestalt must receive as a first parameter an object 
called self this object make reference to the instance of gestalt to which the method is 
called, it is the same „this’ object for Java, C++ and C#. 
 The method returns same object self or a new instance of gestalt. 
 Methods that return values as strings, numbers or instances of other classes should be 
placed at the end of the pipeline. 
 
Because the model is compounded by several objects and that iterating over those objects is 
needed, gestalt inherits all the functionalities offered by a Python list (Figure 8): 
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This allows implementing a hierarchy and loading the raw model in levels, for example, an 
instance of gestalt representing a table will contain a property such as TABLE_NAME but the 
instance itself is a set of other gestalt‟s instances representing columns.  
 
Selectors 
 
Gestalt provides a declarative query language for fetching entities that match a given criteria. 
Some of the selectors defined for Gestalt are quite similar and in fact inspired from those 
defined by jQuery [66], a JavaScript library widely used in web development. 
 
Selectors are strings that match certain regular expression according to the Python String 
Services defined at [69]. The string received is evaluated to see if any give entity present in the 
model matches the criteria, for instance, to see if a has a given property, a function called 
__MatchAttribute is defined as follows: 
 
    def __MatchAttribute(self, selector, root): 
        attr = re.findall('\[(\w+)\]', selector)[0] 
        return (attr in dir(root)) 
 
This function finds all the occurrences of the pattern “\[(\w+)\]” in the selector passed as input 
parameter, after this, looks if the word (\w+) is present in the list of properties or attributes of 
the entity called root. 
list 
append 
count 
extend 
index 
insert 
pop 
remove 
reverse 
sort 
 
gestalt 
Figure 8 Features inherited 
from Python's list object 
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Gestalt includes nine selectors described next. Each description includes the regular 
expression, a graph for easily understanding the syntax and a small example on how the 
selector can be used: 
 AllSelector: Selects all elements. This selector creates a list with all the 
elements in the model. 
 
Regular expression 
This selector is not actually evaluated with regular expressions, Gestalt simply 
sees if the selector is equal to the value “*”. 
 
Syntax 
 
 
 
Usage 
 
foo = gestalt() 
# Supose that 'foo' is the 
# is the entity for  
# table 'Student' 
 
items = foo("*")# AllSelector 
 
# Then „items‟ contains the 
# entities: 
# Student, StudentId, Name, 
# LastName, Hobby, DoB 
 
 
As show in Figure 9, the selector is an asterisk enclosed in double quotes. 
When this selector is used, the result is a list that contains the entity which 
invokes the selector followed by its children entities. 
 
 AttributeSelector: Selects elements that have the specified attribute, with any 
value. 
 
Regular expression 
'(\[.*?\])' - Any character enclosed in brackets 
'(\[\w+\])' - Any word enclosed in brackets 
 
Syntax 
“ * “ 
Figure 9 Graph syntax for AllSelector 
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Usage 
 
foo = gestalt() 
# Supose that 'foo' 
# contains the whole catalog 
 
items = foo("[COLUMN_NAME]") 
 
# Then 'items' contains 
# the list of columns 
# from all the tables 
 
 
As show in Figure 10, the selector specifies an attribute name in squared 
brackets, this selector first Selects All the entities and then iterates over the 
result for filtering those that contain the given attribute. In this graph, the node 
„w‟ means „word‟, it is any of the characters in the set [a-zA-Z0-9_]. 
 
 ComparisonSelector: Selects entities that have the specified attribute with a 
value that satisfies the comparison operation. 
 
Regular expression 
'(\[.*?\])' - Any character enclosed in brackets 
'(\[\w*(=|\!=|\^=|\$=|\*=)\'.*\'\])' - Any Word followed by operator and value 
 
Syntax 
“ ] [ “ w 
Figure 10 Graph syntax for AttributeSelector 
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Usage 
 
foo = gestalt() 
# Supose that 'foo' 
# contains the whole catalog 
 
items = foo("[COLUMN_NAME='StudentId']") 
 
# Then 'items' contains 
# three instances for this selector 
# because Student, Payment and StudentCouse 
# contain a column named StudentId 
 
 
As show in Figure 11, this selector is similar to the previous one in the sense 
that both operate over attributes. In this case an operator and a value are 
provided in order to perform a comparison. The value is a literal string enclosed 
in single quotes with any character, as in regular expressions the character dot 
means any character. 
 
The operators compare the attribute with the value as follows: 
o (“[attribute=value]”): Selects elements that have the specified attribute 
with a value exactly equal to a certain value. 
o (“[attribute!=value]”): Select elements that either don't have the specified 
attribute, or do have the specified attribute but not with a certain value. 
o (“[attribute^=value]”): Selects elements that have the specified attribute 
with a value beginning exactly with a given string. 
o (“[attribute$=value]”): Selects elements that have the specified attribute 
with a value ending exactly with a given string. 
“ ] [ “ w = 
!= 
^= 
$= 
*= 
‘ ‘ . 
Figure 11 Graph syntax for ComparisonSelector 
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o (“[attribute*=value]”): Selects elements that have the specified attribute 
with a value containing the given substring. 
 
 AndSelector: Selects the combined results of all the specified selectors. The 
selectors are applied using an AND operator, the final list will contain all the 
entities that match selector1 AND selector2 AND selector3, etc. 
 
Regular expression 
'(\[.*?\])' - Any character enclosed in brackets 
'(\]\s+\[)' - Closing and opening brackets separated by space 
'(\].+\[)' - Closing and opening brackets separated by any character 
 
Syntax 
 
 
 
Usage 
 
foo = gestalt() 
# Supose that 'foo' 
# contains the whole catalog 
 
items = foo("[TABLE_NAME^='Student'][TABLE_TYPE]") 
 
# Then 'items' contains 
# the entities for the tables 
# Student and StudentCourse 
# because these are the only 
# entities y the catalog 
# which match both conditions 
 
 
As show in Figure 12, this selector is a sequence of AttributeSelectors and 
ComparisonSelectors. 
 
 OrSelector: Selects the combined results of all the specified selectors. The 
selectors are applied using an OR operator, the final list will contain all the 
entities that match selector1 OR selector2 OR selector3, etc. 
“ “ AttributeSelector 
ComparisonSelector 
Figure 12 Graph syntax for AndSelector 
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Regular expression 
This selector is not evaluated with regular expression; gestalt splits the string 
using as separator the character comma. Gestalt iterates over the result to see if 
the tokens are valid selectors. 
 
Syntax 
 
 
 
Usage 
 
foo = gestalt() 
# Supose that 'foo' 
# contains the whole catalog 
 
items = foo("[TABLE_NAME^='Student'],[TABLE_TYPE]") 
 
# Then 'items' contains 
# the entities that either 
# its name starts with „Student‟ 
# or have the attribute TABLE_TYPE 
 
 
As show in Figure 13, the OrSelector is similar to the AndSelector, but in this 
case, the inner selectors are separated by comma. 
 
 AncestorDescendantSelector: Selects all elements that are descendants of a 
given ancestor. These two selectors must be separated by exactly one blank 
space. A descendant of an entity could be a child, grandchild, great-grandchild, 
and so on, of that entity. 
 
Regular expression 
'(\[.*?\])\s+(\[.*?\])' - Two selectors separated by spaces 
 
Syntax 
“ “ AttributeSelector 
ComparisonSelector 
, 
Figure 13 Graph syntax for OrSelector 
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Usage 
 
foo = gestalt() 
# Supose that 'foo' 
# contains the whole catalog 
 
items = foo("[TABLE_NAME='Student'] [COLUMN_NAME]") 
 
# Then 'items' contains 
# the entities for columns 
# StudentId, Name, Lastname, 
# Hobby and DoB 
 
 
As show in Figure 14, this selector is compounded by exactly two subselectors, 
either attribute selectors or comparison selector. The letter „s‟ means „space‟. 
 
 ParentChildSelector: Selects all direct child entities specified by "child" of 
elements specified by "parent". 
 
Regular expression 
'(\[.*?\])\s*>\s*(\[.*?\])' - two selectors separated by „>‟ 
 
Syntax 
 
 
 
Usage 
 
foo = gestalt() 
# Supose that 'foo' 
# contains the whole catalog 
 
items = foo("[TABLE_NAME='Student']>[COLUMN_NAME]") 
 
# Then 'items' contains 
“ “ Attr/Comp Selector Attr/Comp Selector 
 
> 
“ “ Attr/Comp Selector Attr/Comp Selector 
 
s 
Figure 14 Graph syntax for AncestorDescendantSelector 
Figure 15 Graph syntax for ParentChildSelector 
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# the entities for columns 
# StudentId, Name, Lastname, 
# Hobby and DoB 
 
 
As show in Figure 15, this selector is compounded by exactly two subselectors, 
either attribute selectors or comparison selector separated by „>‟. 
 
 ChildParentSelector: Selects the entity that is the “parent” of the entity 
“child”. 
 
Regular expression 
'(\[.*?\])\s*<\s*(\[.*?\])' - Two selectors separated by „<‟ 
 
Syntax 
 
 
 
Usage 
 
foo = gestalt() 
# Supose that 'foo' 
# contains the whole catalog 
 
items = foo("[COLUMN_NAME='Lastname']<[TABLE_TYPE]") 
 
# Then 'items' contains 
# the entitiy for table 
# Student 
 
 
As shown in Figure 16, this selector is compounded by exactly two 
subselectors, either attribute selectors or comparison selector separated by „<‟. 
 
 FunctionSelector: Selects all the elements that match the criteria implemented 
in a user defined function. 
 
Regular expression 
'(\w*)\((\'.*\')\)' - Function signature, for instance: myFun('params') 
 
Syntax 
“ “ Attr/Comp Selector Attr/Comp Selector 
 
< 
Figure 16 Graph syntax for ChildParentSelector 
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Usage 
 
def myFunSelector(root, selector): 
    # Do something compare root with the 
    # selector and if they match 
    # return true 
    # otherwise return false 
    return True 
 
_.__class__.myFunSelector = myFunSelector 
 
a = _("myFunSelector('AnyValue')") 
 
 
As show in Figure 17, this selector is compounded by a word, followed by 
parenthesis and single quote, another word, single quote and closing 
parenthesis. This selector is very powerful since it allows defining custom 
selectors for implementing requirements but keeping the declarative structure of 
selectors. 
Constraints for defining custom selectors  
o Define a function that takes two arguments, the first is the node to be 
evaluated and the second is the selector. 
o The function should return true or false depending on if the node 
matches the selector‟s criteria 
 
Gestalt is a __callable__ class, which means that an instance can be called as a function. The 
default call is used to send selectors to the model, for instance, given the following model: 
 
m=gestalt().LoadCatalog(“Driver={SQLServer}; 
Database=StudentsDb;…”) 
 
A selector can be applied by writing 
 
myTables = m(“[TABLE_TYPE = ‟BASE TABLE‟]”)  
 
 
This makes the code easier to read and understand. 
 
“ “ w ( ‘ w ‘ ) 
Figure 17 Graph syntax for FunctionSelector 
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Database reader/writer and raw relational model 
 
The base information needed by a code generator resides in a relational database. This 
information, more precisely is the database catalog, it can be represented using a hierarchy of 
objects, and a set of functions can be used to retrieve information from such structure [59] as 
well as some additional functions to manipulate the database, if the code generator requires it 
to create new objects such as stored procedures, functions, views, etc. 
 
In order to integrate the functionalities implemented for the patterns described in [59] with the 
current implementation of the DSL, here we proceed to describe the patters for raw model 
manipulation applied to the current work. These patterns or common functionalities are: 
 A connection string is needed to connect to the database 
 The list of tables. 
 The list of columns of a given table. 
 The list of primary keys of a given table. 
 The list of foreign keys of a given table. 
 The list of non-key columns of a given table. 
 The list of parents of a given table. 
 The list of children of a given table. 
 
The connection string is a property created at runtime for the entities at the top of the hierarchy 
in order to keep this value through the process and the information required from the model is 
covered by the selectors described before. 
 
Gestalt uses the features offered by the component Pyodbc which allows connecting to a 
database engine using connection strings in OBDC format: 
 
 Driver={SQL Server};Server=myServer;Database=myDB;Uid=myUsr;Pwd=myPass; 
 Driver={MySQL ODBC 3.51 Driver};Server=myServer;Database=myDB; 
User=myUsr;Password=myPass;Option=3; 
 
The information is retrieved from the database using the standard view 
INFORMATION_SCHEMA [67] since this is a standard implemented by major databases 
according to ISO/IEC 9075-11. Objects available in Gestalt and provided by 
INFORMATION_SCHEMA are: 
 Schemata 
 
Select CATALOG_NAME, SCHEMA_NAME, 
DEFAULT_CHARACTER_SET_NAME 
From INFORMATION_SCHEMA.SCHEMATA 
 
 
 Tables 
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Select TABLE_CATALOG, TABLE_SCHEMA, TABLE_NAME, TABLE_TYPE 
From INFORMATION_SCHEMA.TABLES 
 
 
 Columns for tables 
 
Select TABLE_CATALOG, TABLE_SCHEMA, TABLE_NAME, 
COLUMN_NAME, ORDINAL_POSITION, COLUMN_DEFAULT, 
IS_NULLABLE, DATA_TYPE, CHARACTER_MAXIMUM_LENGTH, 
CHARACTER_OCTET_LENGTH, NUMERIC_PRECISION, 
NUMERIC_SCALE, CHARACTER_SET_NAME, COLLATION_NAME 
From INFORMATION_SCHEMA.COLUMNS 
 
 
 Views 
 
Select TABLE_CATALOG, TABLE_SCHEMA, TABLE_NAME, 
VIEW_DEFINITION, CHECK_OPTION, IS_UPDATABLE 
From INFORMATION_SCHEMA.VIEWS 
 
 
 Columns for views 
 
Select TABLE_CATALOG, TABLE_SCHEMA, TABLE_NAME, 
COLUMN_NAME, ORDINAL_POSITION, COLUMN_DEFAULT, 
IS_NULLABLE, DATA_TYPE, CHARACTER_MAXIMUM_LENGTH, 
CHARACTER_OCTET_LENGTH, NUMERIC_PRECISION, 
NUMERIC_SCALE, CHARACTER_SET_NAME, COLLATION_NAME 
From INFORMATION_SCHEMA.COLUMNS 
 
 
 Routines 
 
Select SPECIFIC_NAME, ROUTINE_CATALOG, ROUTINE_SCHEMA, 
ROUTINE_NAME, ROUTINE_TYPE, DATA_TYPE, 
CHARACTER_MAXIMUM_LENGTH,CHARACTER_OCTET_LENGTH, 
COLLATION_NAME, CHARACTER_SET_NAME,NUMERIC_PRECISION, 
NUMERIC_SCALE, DTD_IDENTIFIER, 
ROUTINE_BODY,ROUTINE_DEFINITION, EXTERNAL_NAME, 
EXTERNAL_LANGUAGE, PARAMETER_STYLE, IS_DETERMINISTIC, 
SQL_DATA_ACCESS, SQL_PATH, CREATED, LAST_ALTERED 
From INFORMATION_SCHEMA.ROUTINES 
 
 
 Parameter for routines 
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Select SPECIFIC_CATALOG, SPECIFIC_SCHEMA, SPECIFIC_NAME, 
ORDINAL_POSITION, PARAMETER_MODE, PARAMETER_NAME, 
DATA_TYPE, CHARACTER_MAXIMUM_LENGTH, 
CHARACTER_OCTET_LENGTH, COLLATION_NAME, 
CHARACTER_SET_NAME, NUMERIC_PRECISION, NUMERIC_SCALE 
From INFORMATION_SCHEMA.PARAMETERS 
 
 
 Constraints 
 
Select kcu.CONSTRAINT_CATALOG, kcu.CONSTRAINT_SCHEMA, 
kcu.CONSTRAINT_NAME, kcu.TABLE_CATALOG, kcu.TABLE_SCHEMA, 
kcu.TABLE_NAME, kcu.COLUMN_NAME, kcu.ORDINAL_POSITION, 
tc.CONSTRAINT_TYPE 
From INFORMATION_SCHEMA.KEY_COLUMN_USAGE kcu 
Left Join 
INFORMATION_SCHEMA.TABLE_CONSTRAINTS tc 
On kcu.CONSTRAINT_NAME = tc.CONSTRAINT_NAME 
 
 
These queries retrieve the information that is common to the tree database engines used for 
Gestal‟s implementation. 
 
For each of the patterns described above for retrieving information from the database and 
being m the model for StudentsDb, the corresponding selectors are: 
 m(“[TABLE_TYPE = ’BASE TABLE’]”) #Entities that with a property TABLE_TYPE equals to ‘BASE TABLE’. 
 m(“[TABLE_NAME = ’Student’] > [COLUMN_NAME]”) #Entities with a property TABLE_NAME equals to 
‘Student’. 
 m(“[TABLE_NAME = ’Student’] > [CONSTRAINT_TYPE=’PRIMARY KEY’]”)#Entities with a property 
CONSTRAINT_TYPE equals to ‘PRIMARY KEY’ and are children of the entity with a property 
TABLE_NAME equals to ‘Student’. 
 m(“[TABLE_TYPE = ’BASE TABLE’] > [CONSTRAINT_TYPE=’FOREIGN KEY’]”)#Entities that with a property 
CONSTRAINT_TYPE equals to ‘FOREIGN KEY’ and are children of the entity with a property 
TABLE_NAME equals to ‘Student’. 
 m(“[TABLE_TYPE = ’BASE TABLE’] > not([CONSTRAINT_TYPE]) [COLUMN_NAME]”)#Entities that do not 
have a property CONSTRAINT_TYPE and have the property COLUMN_NAME, that are children of the 
entity with a property TABLE_TYPE equals to ‘BASE TABLE’ 
 m(“[TABLE_NAME = ’Payment’] <: [TABLE_TYPE = ’BASE TABLE’]”) 
 m(“[TABLE_NAME = ’Student’] :> [TABLE_TYPE = ’BASE TABLE’]”) 
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Model 
 
The model is an extension of the raw relational model; it is aimed at creating artificial objects 
that actually do not really exist in the database. This allows the user to create custom 
properties, flags, tags and any additional object in order to apply rules to accomplish particular 
code generation requirements or scenarios. In order to manipulate the original model provided 
by the database, the following constraints must be taken into account: 
 
 Any object added to the model must be an instance of gestalt. 
 Any object added to the model must contain a property from_db = 0, this property is 
used to easily identify those objects that are part of a database. 
 Any object added to the model must have a property name with a value that identifies 
the entity and makes it unique in the whole model. 
 
For instance, to add an entity called dummy to the model m, the code would be: 
 
 dummy = gestalt() #calls gestalt‟s constructor 
 dummy.TABLE_NAME = “Not_A_Real_Table” 
 dummy.from_db = 0 
 dummy.name = “Id_For_Not_A_Real_Table” 
 
 m.append(dummy) 
 
The last line of code, calls the method append which is inherited from List and allows adding 
objects at the end of the list. 
 
Here is important to mention that TABLE_NAME, from_db and name are not properties 
defined in the class gestalt, instead, they are added to the object at runtime. This is an 
important and remarkable feature offered by Python programming language. 
 
Model manager 
 
It is a set of functions that allow:  
 Synchronizing the model with the database to automatically reflect any change in the 
raw model. 
 Save the model to a file. 
 Load the model from a file. 
 Add, delete and update entities in the model. 
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The corresponding code for the first three cases could be written as: 
 
 m.Sync().Save(“C:\m”).Load(“C:\m”) 
 
And for the last case: 
 
  
m.append(dummy)  
  
i = m.index(dummy) 
m[i] = dummy 
 
 m.remove(dummy) 
 
 
All these functions are inherited from list class. 
 
Code templates definition 
 
One of the most important parts of any of the code generators reviewed is the set of code 
templates. Code templates are text files that mix pieces of the final code that shall be produced 
by the generator with the properties inside de model. These templates should be as clear as 
possible in order to facilitate code maintenance and rapid customization, and should also avoid 
unnecessary content. Following these guidelines, we have developed a declarative language 
for code templates similar in some aspects to CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) [60]. The basic 
structure of a code template is: 
 
 
(:Selector  
expression 
:) 
 
 
For any code template, the syntax in Figure 18 must be followed. Gestalt uses the regular 
expression 
„(?P<template>.*\(:(.+)\n([\s\S\w\W.]+|(?P=template)):\).*)‟ for 
differentiating the selectors from rest of the template content. It is important to mention that 
the text inside the code template not necessarily must include properties available in the 
model; the user is able to write any thin he likes in the templates, and Gestalt will put that text 
as many times as entities that matches the selector. The node with a dot inside indicates that 
any set of characters can be included after the end of line (\n) and the closing characters. 
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 Smile: Two characters used for identify when a template starts and when it ends, ca code 
template must start with and opening smile „(:‟ and ends with a closing simile „:)‟ 
 Selector: Any valid selector according to those defined before. The selector must be 
declared in the first line. 
 Expression: A mixture of plain text, properties of an element and descendant templates 
references. The following example will be useful to clarify an expression. 
 
Given a text file called Table.txt with the following content 
 
(:[TABLE_NAME = „Student‟]  
Public Class $TABLE_NAME 
{ 
 (:[COLUMN_NAME] 
 $JavaType  $COLUMN_NAME 
  :) 
} 
:) 
 
 
The name of a code template is given by the filename in which it is defined. 
 
When the code generation is executed, Gestalt looks for any object inside the model that 
matches the given selector (TABLE_NAME=‟Student‟) and for those objects that are children 
of Student by applying the selector (“parent > child”) as (“TABLE_NAME=‟Student‟ > 
COLUMN_NAME”), this means: search all Student’s children that have the attribute 
COLUMN_NAME. When more than one template is defined in the same file, the selectors are 
concatenated in the same order they appear. When the templates are applied the following 
code will be produced: 
 
Public Class Student 
{ 
  int StudentId; 
 String Name; 
 String Lastname; 
 String Hobby; 
 Date DoB;  
( : : ) \n . Selector 
Figure 18 Graph syntax for Code Templates 
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} 
 
Previous example assumes that the user have created a property called JavaType to each of the 
columns in the model. 
 
Constraints for defining code templates as in Figure 18: 
 Templates must start with an opening smile „ (: ‟ 
 Templates must end with and closing smile „ :) ‟ 
 The declaration must begin with a valid selector followed by an end of line character 
 The properties that must be written in the final code must be preceded by a dollar sign 
in the code template 
 Code templates can be nested enclosing them in smiles. 
 
Going further, we are now creating an example that integrates two templates, one is for 
generating transact sql for stored procedures and the other is for classes in Visual Basic .Net 
that call one stored procedure. 
 
The first template is the stored procedure, given a text file called Procedure.txt with the text  
(:[TABLE_NAME='Student'][TABLE_TYPE='BASE TABLE']  
Create Procedure dbo.Delete$TABLE_NAME 
 
 (:[TABLE_NAME='Student'][CONSTRAINT_TYPE='PRIMARY KEY'] 
 @$COLUMN_NAME $CsharpType 
 As 
 Delete $TABLE_NAME Where $COLUMN_NAME = @$COLUMN_NAME 
 :) 
 
:) 
 
 
And another text file called Class.txt with the text 
namespace MyApplication 
{ 
(:[TABLE_NAME='Student'][TABLE_TYPE='BASE TABLE'] 
Public Class $TABLE_NAME 
{ 
 (:[COLUMN_NAME='StudentId'][CONSTRAINT_TYPE=‟PRIMARY KEY‟] 
  public static void Delete($CsharpType $COLUMN_NAME) 
  { 
   SqlHelper.ExecuteNonQuery( 
     myConn,"dbo.Delete$TABLE_NAME",$COLUMN_NAME); 
  } 
 :) 
} 
:) 
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} 
 
The output code respectively would be: 
 
Create Procedure dbo.DeleteStudent 
 
 @StudentId int 
 As 
 Delete Student Where StudentId = @StudentId 
  
 
 
namespace MyApplication 
{ 
Public Class Student 
{ 
  public static void Delete(int StudentId) 
  { 
   SqlHelper.ExecuteNonQuery(myConn,"DeleteStudent",StudentId); 
  } 
} 
} 
 
Previous example show how Gestalt can be used for creating code generators for different 
layers that will be integrated later. 
Plug-ins and extensions for the DSL 
 
The solution allows the developers to create their own components to extend those already 
contained inside the language. These components or plug-ins can be attached to one another 
since their core structure is based on gestalt base class.  
 
Constraints for implementing plug-ins: 
 Create a function that receives as first parameter an instance named “self”, other 
parameters are optional. 
 The function must return the “self” parameter or an instance of Gestalt except for those 
cases when returning primitive types is needed. 
 The plugin function mast by added to the class gestalt as follows: 
gestalt.__class__.pluginname = functionname 
 
For example, a simple plug-in for printing a message on the screen can be created and called 
as follows: 
 
 
def PrintMessage(self, message): 
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    print(message) 
    return self 
 
_.__class__.Print = PrintMessage 
 
_.Print("One").LoadCatalog(strCon).Print("Two").TemplateFolder(
strTFolder).Print("Three") 
 
 
Forms definition 
 
Some information is needed from the user when the code generation process is running or 
when some value is needed to modify an object inside the model. In order to simplify the 
forms creation process, a declarative language is provided. The syntax (Figure 19) is defined 
as: 
 
 
 
A Form is a text file in which the first line is the form name, the next lines define the fields 
that are shown in the form, each line are compounded by the field name, a space character and 
a data type. 
 
Allowed data types are: 
string A set of any characters 
select(Domain) A set of allowed values, only one is selected. The domain 
must be provided as a list of values separated by a comma 
bool A true/false variable represented by a checkbox 
method A reference to a custom method that is called when some 
event is raised in the form. 
Table 1 Data types allowed for foms definition 
A sample form for prompting a connection string is declared as: 
 
 
Prompt for Connection String 
Engine select('Sql_Server','MySql','PostgreSQL') 
Server string 
Database string 
User string 
\n . Field 
Form 
Figure 19 Graph syntax for Forms 
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Password string 
Ok method(Ok_Clicked) 
Cancel method(Cancel_clicked) 
 
 
This sentence declares a form called “Prompt for Connection String” with five input fields: 
Server, Database, Engine, User and Password. The last two fields of the form are of different 
type, they make reference to methods. Every form field that is defined as a method is 
presented to the user as a button. When the button is clicked the method is raised passing a 
form instance which contains all the values typed by the user. Gestalt uses Tkinter for creating 
the Graphic User Interface (GUI), every field in the form is created with a widget and thus the 
developer has to keep this in mind when implementing methods for handling events raised by 
the buttons. The whole implementation for the previous form example would be as follows: 
 
 
def Ok_Clicked(self, event): 
    myForm = event.widget.master 
    # The form contains a dictionary 
    # with the fields defined by the 
    # user. 
 
    # Retrieving the values typed by the user 
    print(myForm.fields['Engine'].get()) 
    print(myForm.fields['Database'].get()) 
    print(myForm.fields['user'].get()) 
    print(myForm.fields['Password'].get()) 
 
def Cancel_Clicked(self, event): 
    event.widget.master.quit() 
    return 
 
foo = gestalt() # Creates an instance of gestalt 
 
# Creates properties with the names 
# defined in the form definition 
# and binds them to the 
# functions defined above 
foo.__class__.okconn = Ok_Clicked 
foo.__class__.cancelconn = Cancel_Clicked 
 
# shows up the form 
foo.ShowForm(".\\form.txt") 
 
 
Previous declared form is presented to the user as:  
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Global object 
 
It is recommended to create an instance of the gestalt class for keeping the track over the 
model once it is loaded. For doing this, a global object can be created and used always that any 
information is required. Here we suggest naming a variable with an underscore character, and 
using it in the code generator as the main object that contains all but it is not contained : 
  
 
_ = gestalt() 
 
_.LoadCatalog(“Driver={SQLServer}; Database=StudentsDb;…”) 
t = _(“[TABLE_TYPE = ‟BASE TABLE‟]”) 
for v in _(“[TABLE_TYPE = ‟VIEW‟]”): 
print(v.TABLE_NAME) 
 
 
The global object always stands at the top of the model hierarchy and thus it can be used every 
time that the developer need to start looking objects from the top. 
Execution order 
 
When constructing a custom code generator, the next flow must be taken into account in order 
to produce the expected result. 
 
 
Figure 20 Sample form for prompting information 
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Figure 21 Overall flow of code generation process 
 
In any of these steps, the user is able to define and extend any of the functionalities defined in 
gestalt. Before the first step, after the last step and between all steps Gestalt allows to add 
custom functions to be raised in the appropriated moment. For instance: 
 
 
def foo(self): 
    pass 
 
_.LoadingCatalog(foo) 
_.CatalogLoaded(foo) 
_.LoadingTemplates(foo) 
_.TemplatesLoaded(foo) 
_.LoadingForms(foo) 
_.FormsLoaded(foo) 
_.RunningProcess(foo) 
_.ProcessFinished(foo) 
 
 
These lines of code add the same function to all events raised during the whole code 
generation process. The developer is able to add as many custom functions as he wish to each 
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event. For example, a function that creates the properties JavaType to every column when the 
model is loaded can by implemented as: 
 
def CreateJavaTypes(context): 
    for column in context("[COLUMN_NAME]"): 
        if 'DATA_TYPE' in dir(column): 
            if column.DATA_TYPE == 'varchar': 
                column.JavaType = 'String' 
 
_.CatalogLoaded(CreateJavaTypes) 
 
 
Constraints for defining functions that handles events: 
 Receive one parameter which correspond to the gestalt‟s instance that raises the event 
 Do not return any value 
 
Deployment 
 
Gestalt is implemented with Python 2.6 and for this reason, it is necessary to install this 
version of Python in order to make Gestalt work.  It is also needed to install the component 
Pyodbc 2.1.7. For installing these two components, follow the instruction available at Python‟s 
official website (http://www.python.org/). 
After installing Python, copy the file gestalt.py into the folder where it is going to be 
referenced. For instance: 
myProject/ 
    __init__.py 
    gestalt.py 
    myCodeGenerator.py 
 
Implementation 
In this section we describe in low level how Gestalt is implemented using Python. 
Gestalt 
Type: Module 
Description: This module includes the tree core classes for the DSL Gestalt. These classes are: 
gestalt, template and form. 
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gestalt 
Type: class 
Access: public 
Inherits: list 
Description: Represents an in-memory instance of an entity in the model. 
 
__init__ 
Type: function 
Access: private 
Returns: void 
Description: Initializes an instance of the class gestalt. This function is called when the 
interpreter creates a new instance of gestalt 
 
LoadingCatalog 
Type: function 
Access: public 
Returns: gestalt 
Input parameters: handler function 
Description: Adds a new handler for the event triggered when the catalog is beginning to be 
loaded. 
 
CatalogLoaded 
Type: function 
Access: public 
Returns: gestalt 
Input parameters: handler function 
Description: Adds a new handler for the event triggered when the catalog is finally loaded. 
 
LoadingTemplates 
Type: function 
Access: public 
Returns: gestalt 
Input parameters: handler function 
Description: Adds a new handler for the event triggered when the code templates a beginning 
to be loaded. 
 
TemplatesLoaded 
Type: function 
Access: public 
Returns: gestalt 
Input parameters: handler function 
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Description: Adds a new handler for the event triggered when the code templates are finally 
loaded. 
 
LoadingForms 
Type: function 
Access: public 
Returns: gestalt 
Input parameters: handler function 
Description: Adds a new handler for the event triggered when the forms defined by the user 
are beginning to be loaded. 
 
FormsLoaded 
Type: function  
Access: public 
Returns: gestalt 
Input parameters: handler function 
Description: Adds a new handler for the event triggered when the forms defined by the user 
are finally loaded. 
 
RunningProcess 
Type: function 
Access: public 
Returns: gestalt 
Input parameters: handler function 
Description: Adds a new handler for the event triggered when the code generation process is 
beginning to be executed. 
 
Save 
Type: function 
Access: public 
Returns: gestalt 
Input parameters: filename string 
Description: Saves the model in-memory to the file specified by the input parameter 
 
Load 
Type: function 
Access: public 
Returns: gestalt 
Input parameters: filename string 
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TemplateFolder 
Type: function 
Access: public 
Returns: gestalt 
Input parameters: Path string 
Description: Sets the path where the code templates are located 
 
__isAllSelector 
Type: function 
Access: private 
Returns: bool 
Input parameters: selector string 
Description: Determines if the selector is an AllSelector 
 
__SelectAll 
Type: function 
Access: private 
Returns: gestalt 
Input parameters: root gestalt, nodes gestalt 
Description: Selects all the elements in the context root and append the results to the output 
parameter nodes 
 
__isFunctionSelector 
Type: function 
Access: private 
Returns: bool 
Input parameters: selector string 
Description: Determines if the selector is a FunctionSelector 
 
__MatchSelectFunction 
Type: function 
Access: private 
Returns: bool 
Input parameters: selector string, root gestalt 
Description: If the object root contains any function that matches the name specified by de 
selector, returns the value returned by calling that function, otherwise returns false. 
 
__isAttributeSelector 
Type: function 
Access: private 
Returns: bool 
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Input parameters: selector string 
Description: Determines if the selector is an AttributeSelector 
 
__MatchAttribute 
Type: function 
Access: private 
Returns: bool 
Input parameters: selector string, root gestalt 
Description: Determines if the attribute specified in the selector exists in the instance root 
 
__isComparisonSelector 
Type: function 
Access: private 
Returns: bool 
Input parameters: selector string 
Description: Determines if the selector is a ComparisonSelector 
 
__MatchCompareAttribute 
Type: function 
Access: private 
Returns: bool 
Input parameters: selector string, root gestalt 
Description: determines if the nodes in root match the criteria given by the selector 
 
__isOrSelector 
Type: function 
Access: private 
Returns: bool 
Input parameters: selector string 
Description: Determines if the selector is an OrSelector 
 
__MatchOrSelector 
Type: function 
Access: private 
Returns: bool 
Input parameters: selector string, root gestalt 
Description: Determines if the nodes in root match the criteria given by the selector. 
 
__isAncestorDescendantSelector 
Type: function 
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Access: private 
Returns: bool 
Input parameter: selector string 
Description: Determines if the selector is an AncestorDescendantSelector 
 
__MatchAncestorDescendant 
Type: function 
Access: private 
Returns: bool 
Input parameters: selector string, root gestalt 
Description: Determines if the nodes in root match the criteria given by the selector. 
 
__isParentChildSelector 
Type: function 
Access: private 
Returns: bool 
Input parameters: selector string 
Description: Determines if the selector is a ParentChildSelector 
 
__MatchParentChild 
Type: function 
Access: private 
Returns: bool 
Input parameters: selector string, root gestalt 
Description: Determines if the nodes in root match the criteria given by the selector. 
 
__isChildParentSelector 
Type: function 
Access: private 
Returns: bool 
Input parameters: selector string 
Description: Determines if the selector is a ChildParentSelector 
 
__MatchChildParent 
Type: function 
Access: private 
Returns: bool 
Input parameters: selector string, root gestalt 
Description: Determines if the nodes in root match the criteria given by the selector. 
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__isAndSelector 
Type: function 
Access: private 
Returns: bool 
Input parameters: selector string 
Description: Determines if the selector is an AndSelector 
 
__MatchAndSelector 
Type: function 
Access: private 
Returns: bool 
Input parameters: selector string, root gestalt 
Description: Determines if the nodes in root match the criteria given by the selector. 
 
__matchSelector 
Type: function 
Access: private 
Returns: bool 
Input parameters: selector string, node gestalt 
Description: Determines if the selector is a valid one and if so, returns the evaluation of the 
parameter node for the given selector. 
 
__call__ 
Type: function 
Access: public, override 
Returns: gestalt 
Input parameters: selector string 
Description: this function allows an instance of gestalt to be treated as a function as therefore, 
send a selector as parameter to retrieve all the objects that match the criteria. 
 
Sync 
Type: function 
Access: public 
Returns: gestalt 
Input parameters: void 
Description: Synchronizes the model in-memory with the model in the database. 
 
LoadCatalog 
Type: function 
Access: public 
Returns: gestalt 
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Input parameters: void 
Description: Load the raw model from the database and creates the corresponding entities in 
the model in-memory. 
 
Run 
Type: function 
Access: public 
Returns: gestalt 
Input parameters: void 
Description: Executes the code generation process. First triggers the event RunningProccess in 
order to call each handler defined for this event. After that, loads the code templates and 
applies them to the entities in order to produce the final code.  
 
loadTemplates 
Type: function 
Access: public 
Returns: gestalt 
Input parameters: void 
Description: Loads the templates defined by the user, to the model in-memory. 
 
ShowForm 
Type: function 
Access: public 
Returns: gestalt 
Input parameters: form name string 
Description: Creates a user form based on the content of the file specified by the input 
parameter. 
 
template 
Type: class 
Access: public 
Inherits: object 
Description: Represents an in-memory instance of a code template. 
 
__init__ 
Type: function 
Access: private 
Returns: void  
Input parameters: void 
Description: initializes an instance of a code template 
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Run 
Type: function 
Access: public 
Returns: void 
Input parameters: target gestalt 
Description: applies the code template to the entity specified by the parameter target 
 
__g 
Type: function 
Access: private 
Returns: string 
Input parameters: template body string, template selector string, target gestalt 
Description: Creates the final code after replacing all the values according to the specifications 
in the template 
 
 
form 
Type: class 
Access: public 
Inherits: Frame 
Description: Represents an in-memory instance of a user form. 
 
__init__ 
Type: function 
Access: private 
Returns: void  
Input parameters: void 
Description: initializes an instance of a user form 
 
createControl 
Type: function 
Access: public 
Returns: Control 
Input parameters: description string, index int 
Description: creates a user control according to the description and adds it to the form in the 
position specified by the parameter index 
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Chapter 3 
 
Implementation testing 
To measure how Gestalt behaves with different technologies, the following environment was 
set for tests: 
Operating System Windows 7 Ubuntu 9 Mac OS X 10.6 Snow 
Leopard 
Database engine Ms SQL Server 2008 MySQL Community 
Server 5 
PostgreSQL 8 
Python version Python 2.6 Python 2.6 Python 2.6 
Other components Pyodbc-2.1.7 Pyodbc-2.1.7 Pyodbc-2.1.7 
Table 2 Test configuration 
The environment assumes that it is not necessary runt the tests in MySql over Windows 
because the database engine should performs the same in both operating systems, this applies 
as well for Mac OS and PostgreSQL. 
The database StudentsDb described in the former chapter is used for the test, the criteria for 
measuring the correctness and performance is: 
 Accuracy of the selectors defined in the templates and those used directly in the code 
 Accuracy of the forms defined to capture information from the user 
 Accuracy of the code generated after applying the temples to the entities 
The following code generator was created to run the tests: 
 C# is the target language for classes 
 Html is the target language for documentation 
 A form is needed for prompting the connection string to the database. It allows 
selecting the database engine as well as to type database name, user and password. 
The forms are defined as follows: 
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 In a text file called ConnectionString.txt 
 
Connection string 
Engine select(„SQL Native Client‟, „MySQL ODBC 3.51 Driver‟, 
„PostgreSQL‟) 
ServerName string 
Database_Name string 
User string 
Password string 
Ok method(okConn) 
Cancel method(cancelConn) 
 
  
 
The methods that are called when these forms perform any action are: 
 
def Ok_Clicked(event): 
    fields = event.widget.master.fields 
 
    driver = "" 
    print(fields['Engine'].get()) 
    if fields['Engine'].get() == "'sql_server'": 
        driver = "Driver={SQL Server}; " 
         
    elif fields['Engine'].get() == "'MySql'": 
        driver = "Driver={MySQL ODBC 3.51 Driver}; " 
         
    elif fields['Engine'].get() == "'PostgreSQL'": 
        driver = "Driver={PostgreSQL}; " 
                 
    server   = "Server="   + fields['ServerName'].get() + "; " 
    database = "Database=" + fields['Database'].get() + "; " 
    user     = "User="     + fields['User'].get() + "; " 
    password = "Password=" + fields['Password'].get() + "; " 
 
    # Loads the catalog 
    instance = event.widget.master.context 
    instance.LoadCatalog(driver + server + database + user + password)  
     
def Cancel_Clicked(self, event): 
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    event.widget.master.quit() 
    return 
 
 
The code templates for classes and documentation are: 
 In a text file called Class.txt 
 
(:[TABLE_TYPE=‟BASE TABLE‟] 
Public Class $TABLE_NAME 
{ 
  (:[COLUMN_NAME] 
  $csharpType $COLUMN_NAME; 
  :) 
} 
:) 
 
 
 In a text file called comments.txt 
 
(:[TABLE_TYPE=‟BASE TABLE‟] 
<html> 
    <body> 
        <b>$TABLE_NAME</b> 
    </body> 
</html> 
:) 
 
 
Since this code generator targets C# for final code, a function that converts database types to 
C# types, this function is defined as: 
 
def CreateCsharpTypes(context): 
    for column in context("[COLUMN_NAME]"): 
        if 'DATA_TYPE' in dir(column): 
            if column.DATA_TYPE == 'varchar': 
                column. csharpType = 'String' 
            elif column.DATA_TYPE == 'int': 
                column.csharpType = 'int' 
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            elif ('date' in column.DATA_TYPE)==True: 
                column.csharpType = 'date' 
 
 
And the orchestration code is: 
 
from Gestalt import * 
#_______________________________________         
#Global object 
#_______________________________________ 
_ = gestalt() 
 
# Creates properties with the names 
# defined in the form definition 
# and binds them to the 
# functions defined above 
_.okconn = Ok_Clicked 
_.cancelconn = Cancel_Clicked 
_.CatalogLoaded( ) 
_.TemplateFolder(".\\Templates").ShowForm(".\\Forms\\Conne
ctionString.txt").Run() 
 
 
Here is assumed that forms and templates are placed in the same folder of the python code, 
this is why the method TemplateFolder receives the parameter dot. 
 
Correctness 
 
According the outputs and the evaluation criteria, the results are: 
Accuracy of the selectors defined in the templates and those used directly in the code: All 
the selectors available in Gestalt were tested independently as they were created. Those 
selectors used for the tests returned the information expected. 
Accuracy of the forms defined to capture information from the user: The forms defined 
for tests worked as expected, they show up on the screen and when the user clicks some 
button, the appropriate method is called. 
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Accuracy of the code generated after applying the temples to the entities: The final output 
produced by the code generator reflects the specifications defined in the templates. The 
properties of the entities matching the selectors replaced the placeholders as expected. 
And reviewing final implementation of Gestalt versus the requirements defined in chapter 2, 
the results are: 
Req1.Create custom code generators capable of running over different operating 
systems: Custom code generator can be created from scratch with a few lines of code. The 
components and featured offered by Gestalt reduce the time and code needed for creating 
custom code generators. Since Gestalt is implemented over Python, any code generator created 
with this tool runs over Windows, Linux and Mac. 
 
Req2.Create components able to be extended or integrated to one another: Gestalt‟s 
platform provides powerful features to extend any class or object at runtime. Since Gestalt is 
built using standard Python, those components created with the same tool can be attached to 
the Gestalt environment. 
 
Req3.Create user interfaces for prompting information that will be used in the code 
generation process: The language for creating forms with Gestalt allows the user to define 
custom forms with a simple and declarative syntax.  
 
Req4.Create code templates that will be applied to the model in the code generation 
process: Templates defined for Gestalt are text files compounded by two main sections, the 
selector and the code expression. These two elements are easy to declare and simple to 
maintain. 
 
Req5.Allow the user to synchronize the actual model with the model persisted in the 
database in the case that new objects are created or some are deleted: Gestalt provides the 
method called Sync() which reloads the relation model to see if anything has changed, if so, 
those changed are reflected in the model in memory. 
 
Req6.Allow the user to manipulate the model to add, delete, update or list objects: 
Gestalt‟s core is built over Python‟s object model, more precisely, over lists and therefore it 
allows extending the model in memory in order to enrich it with custom entities.  
 
Req7.Allow the user to use code generators as building blocks to construct a higher-level 
code generator: Any code generator created with Gestalt can be integrated with others. All 
features such as templates, forms and custom logic implemented by any developer, can be 
packed in a Python module and reused in other applications. 
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Performance 
During the code generation process the time needed for executing the six steps described in the 
last section of chapter two, depends on the number of variables to treat in each step, i.e, the 
number of objects retrieved from the database, the number of operation for customizing the 
raw model, the number of templates and forms, etc. The code generator used for the tests ran 
all the process in less than 3 seconds but in real scenarios this type can vary depending on the 
variables mentioned before or other conditions in the development environment. For instance 
loading a catalog from a database in localhost is obviously faster than loading it from a 
database that resides in a server that has a high workload. Nevertheless for development 
environments the maximum time expected in the worst scenario is 15 seconds. 
Limitations 
Gestalt meets the requirements for code generation and implements the common elements that 
are used in this domain, despite that, it still lacks on: 
 An editor for creating the forms and templates with highlighting and auto-completion 
features.   
 Options for creating complex user interfaces such as wizards, master details and 
buttons with pictures. 
 Code templates for common development architectures such as J2EE, Hybernate, 
LinqToSql, Ruby on rails, Mvc, and Grails. 
 Support for loading objects that are not specified by the standard 
INFORMATION_SCHEMA, this is important because Oracle does not implements 
this interface and the other engines implement it in different manners. 
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Conclusions 
Creating custom code generators based on relational models is now a task easier to accomplish 
tan before. Gestalt provides the developers with the features for manipulating the information 
loaded from relational models. This Embedded DSL works with most common database 
engines used and thus, only an ODBC connection string is needed for retrieving the 
information schema. 
 
Gestalt is implemented over Python; this allows to any custom code generator run on 
Windows, Linux or Mac and opens the possibility to integrate them in order to compound 
higher level generators. Due to the dynamic nature of Python, introspect and extend the core 
components available in Gestalt is easy and requires less lines of code than it would be with 
other languages like Java or C#. 
 
Gestalt provides standardization, easy customization, integration and a write less do more 
philosophy, these features increase the productivity and efficiency of a developer when he has 
to face the challenge of creating a custom code generator.  
 
The prototype implemented to run the test uses the standard view called 
INFORMATION_SCHEMA for retrieving information from the database, unfortunately, Sql 
Server, MySQL and PostgreSQL implement this view in a different manner which negatively 
affects the portability of the queries since one query performed over the same objects that 
resides on different database engines, may produce different outputs when they should be the 
same. Current implementation of Gestalt does not allow to use Oracle databases because this 
engine does not implement INFORMATION_SCHEMA at all; in this case, a different driver 
needs to be created for loading information from this kind of database. 
Future work  
The next phases of this work are the enrichment of forms definition, identification of newer 
patterns for selectors, including as core components support for common architectures such as 
J2EE and MVC. Other important task that helps to increase the efficiency of developer but that 
goes beyond the borders of standard Python is the integration with tools such as Visual Studio 
and Eclipse, common tool used for creating applications. These two worlds can be achieved by 
using Iron Python and Jython respectively. 
 
In addition, bearing in mind that design-science research has become more popular and 
accepted as a research method in Information System, we want to frame this work inside the 
premises of the design science approach (Hevner et al. (2004) [61]). For instance, in 
agreement with Järvinen P. (2005) [62], our work is framed in a case of study oriented at 
solving a specific problem, where the technological rules (of Domain Specific Language) are 
being developed and tested in close collaboration with the people in the interest area 
(designers, developers, programmers).  
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Publications 
 
During the development of this work, two publications were presented in conferences. The 
first one titled “An Approach to a Query Functional Language for Relational Models 
Represented in Hierarchic Structures”[59] presented in Manizales-Colombia 2009 describes 
the first steps for loading the database catalog from different engines. The second one titled “A 
First Approach to a Domain Specific Language for Constructing Code Generators”[64] 
presented in Montego Bay-Jamaica 2010, describes the first approach of Gestalt‟s definition. 
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